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Bob & Carol Andersen’s with their 1926 Jewett

Calendar of Events

*Kamloops Chapter Events

NO CLUB EVENTS CURRENTLY PLANNED
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Engel and Audrey Bouwmeester are signed up to participate in the 2022 Cross Canada Tour and
in the spring of 2019 they decided they needed a bit newer Studebaker to make this daunting
trip........both ways! They purchased a 1954 Studebaker Commander 4-door sedan in Washington
State, which was in excellent original condition, but Engel wanted to make a few repairs for this
upcoming trip and now the car is in a few hundred pieces. The car had a bit of the usual Studebaker rust in the bottom of the front fenders and so those came off and are now mostly repaired.
The engine came out and is being rebuilt along with the front suspension and other components.
After a new paint job, Engel tells us that it will be on the road this summer so that they have a
chance to test drive it before the big jaunt.

Denis Jolicoeur has sent me this photo of the 1925 Graham
truck that we told you about last month. The truck has been sitting
at a neighbours for about 30 years and Denis hopes to have it
running soon.
Our Past President and First Lady, Ray and Geri Henry are now
the proud owners of
a 1964 Valiant
Signet convertible
in showroom condition. It will be great to see the
Henrys joining us again on our tours, driving vintage.
We hope they have better luck with this car than they
did with the ’41 Packard.
Grant and Stella Rice have also added another
vintage car to their stable, a great-looking
1964 Buick Riviera, to keep their ’48 Cadillac
company in their garage.
If and when we ever get to touring in our vintage
cars again, it will be great to see these “new” cars on
the road. Dick
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January Mystery Car was a 1931 Frontenac.
These cars were manufactured in Canada, and
sold in the Canadian market only.
Durant Motors from New York had a plant in
Canada making cars and trucks. By manufacturing
vehicles in Canada it gave Durant access to
favorable tariff rates for vehicles sold throughout
the British Empire. With the depression the carmakers were facing huge financial problems,
with the demise of many companies. Durant sold its Canadian operations to a group of
Canadian investors, who renamed the company Dominion Motors. Ron Kerby, the previous
manager felt that cars could still be made in Canada for a profit.
The Frontenac automobile was introduced in 1931. These cars were designed by DeVaux,
which was a part of the Durant empire of companies. Two models were introduced in 1931,
the 6-18 and the 6-19. These cars were built on a 109” wheelbase and featured a 72HP,
230 cubic inch, inline six cylinder engine.
The Frontenac car had two unique features. The first one was automatic starting when the
key was turned on. The second was freewheeling, there was no holdback when your foot
was taken off the accelerator, it just coasted. In the slang terms we are used to, it was like
Mexican overdrive.
The demise of Frontenac cars came after only three years, in 1933. Meanwhile, Durant and
DeVaux went bankrupt in January 1932
.
Art Harms
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2021 MEMBERSHIP DRAW
Potts
& pery
SKYMP for the month of January is
OurDon
1st
prize
winner
Don & Lil Potts who won the $50.00 gift certificate
to Lansdowne Village Liquor store supplied by
Denis Coates and Percy & Beverly Shymkiw won
the $25.00 gift certificate for Save On Foods supplied by the Kamloops V.C.C.C.
Thanks to all who sent in their Memberships.
we still have 1 more monthly draw, so get your
membership in for a chance to win.
Please do not leave it to the last
moment to renew as you will miss out on the last
draw. Debbie & Harm Fransen
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IN THE REAR VIEW MIRROR

by Sal Harms
The Coupe For Two or Four Passengers
Any angle you look at the Coupe brings new
vistas of beauty and perfection of line and curve.
Open wide the wide doors. ..You find an adjustable seat wide enough for three.
Throw open the rear deck. Here is a rumble
seat for two, with room for golf clubs, etc
Put this Coupe alongside any other cars and
you’ll admit to anybody and everybody that
there is no smarter coupe model to be had anywhere at any price……..

I am not a writer so please have a bit of patience and understanding as I traverse
this wonderful subject of memories from the rear view mirror.
My neighbour’s HUPMOBILE is of an unknown year. At least I did not know what
year it was.
For me, as a 10 year old, it was just a fascinating toy in which I was allowed to play
in. My wonderful memory reminds me it was beige, in good shape and had a weird
back seat (the rumble seat.) It was located in a farmers field that was
covered with high luscious grass and beautiful flowers of every colour. I
believe every child should have access to a real life-sized vehicle in which
to play and hone their imagination.
Just think, I learned to drive, laugh, cry and travel in my neighbour’s
Hupmobile. Wow, San Francisco, Paris, New York just to name a few
places my imagination took me to visit. To me it was a luxury race car, a
family go to church car of course as it was the only one I had. It was a substitute for all things wild and exciting in young girls life.
Lunch in the rumble seat was cool and I had a great vantage point in
which to watch birds, cows, chickens and a little wildlife. Isn’t that good for
young children to experience? What do they call it today, free-run.
Often, I would invite a friend along for the ride. They felt very privileged to escape
the reality of our daily hum-drum existence. No not really hum-drum. lol…. But our
imaginations excelled during these fun times, never a dull moment. Lots of laughter.
I remember I cried for days after the Hupmobile was towed away to make room for a
new subdivision of homes.
I can only hope that it went to a good home where it was restored back to it’s former
glory. Sal

Editors Note - This picture was taken

May 16, 1968 in Cache Creek of my two sons
sitting in the rumble seat of our
1928 Hupmobile
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Beach Costume by LENIEF
Car by……. HUPMOBILE

Gaze upon a HUPMOBILE Century Six or a

cylinders. In non chattering valves so

Century Eight for the first time. Handsome?

snugly contoured that not even the years

Your eyes will not deny that.

can loosen their tongues. In metal shaped

But HUPMOBILE‘S real beauty goes deeper.

and tailored as carefully as a dinner jacket.

You must look for it’s grandeur, and in the

In materials ,as staunch and true that

performance such excellences brings. For

no rigors of service can dismay them.

here is the beauty of automotive craftman-

These are finest ”beauty spots” in

ship and trustworthiness. The beauty that

HUPMOBILE. A handsome car, in

thrills the engineer. You will find it

performances as well as in looks.

expressed in parts made as finely as watch

But if you would like to know how truly

works. In bearings diamond-bored to hair—

handsome… just drive one!
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The Andersen’s were kind
enough for me to use the
picture of their 1926 Jewett
on the front page of this months Kamshaft.
I think I will feature more members cars in the
future.
If for some reason you do not want your car
fetured please let me know now.
I would like to thank Dick Parkes, Art & Sal
Harms for their articles , Joy Parkes & Dean
MacKley for their Classifieds as these 5 members
made it possible for us to have a February
Kamshaft.

Lifetime collection of ladies
vintage clothing.
The clothing is dated from the 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s
and most are sizes 8—12-ish.

Plus a numerous number of various hats
*Joy 250 573 5740 rparkes@telus.net

1969 Pontiac Parisienne $4500.00
Should be seen to appreciate it.

*Dean MacKley 778 220 4372

Elaine Jones is our sunshine lady.
If you know a member that could use a ray of sunshine contact Elaine at
joneselaine28@yahoo.ca or 778 470 0369
A BIG CARD of sunshine to everyone
While you are staying home

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time:
Someone just called my phone, sneezed and then just hung up.
I am getting sick and tire of these cold calls.
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